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Structure of synthetic monoclinic Na-rich birnessite and hexagonal birnessite:
I. Results from X-ray diffraction and selected-area electron diffraction
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ABSTRACT

Synthetic Na-rich birnessite (NaBi) and its low pH form, hexagonal birnessite (HBi),
were studied by X-ray and selected-area electron diffraction (XRD, SAED). SAED patterns
were also obtained for synthetic Sr-exchanged birnessite (SrBi) microcrystals in which Sr
was substituted for Na. XRD confirmed the one-layer monoclinic structure of NaBi and
the one-layer hexagonal structure of HBi with subcell parameters a 5 5.172 Å, b 5 2.849
Å, c 5 7.34 Å, b 5 103.38 and a 5 2.848 Å, c 5 7.19 Å, g 5 1208, respectively. In
addition to super-reflection networks, SAED patterns for NaBi and SrBi contain satellite
reflections.

On the basis of these experimental obervations, structural models for NaBi and HBi are
proposed. NaBi consists of almost vacancy-free Mn octahedral layers. The departure from
the hexagonal symmetry of layers is caused by the Jahn-Teller distortion associated with
the substitution of Mn31 for Mn41. The supercell A 5 3a parameter arises from the ordered
distribution of Mn31-rich rows parallel to [010] and separated from each other along [100]
by two Mn41 rows. The superstructure in the b direction of NaBi type II (B 5 3b) comes
from the ordered distribution of Na cations in the interlayer space. The maximum value
of the layer negative charge is equal to 0.333 v.u. per Mn atom and is obtained when
Mn31-rich rows are free of Mn41. The idealized structural formula proposed for NaBi type
II is Na0.333(Mn Mn Mn )O2. NaBi type I has a lower amount of Mn31 and its ideal41 31 21

0.722 0.222 0.055

composition would vary from Na0.167(Mn Mn )O2 to Na0.25(Mn Mn )O2. Satellites41 31 41 31
0.833 0.167 0.75 0.25

in SAED patterns of NaBi crystals result from the ordered distribution of Mn41 and Mn21

pairs in Mn31-rich rows with a periodicity of 6b.
The structure of HBi consists of hexagonal octahedral layers containing predominantly

Mn41 with variable amounts of Mn31 and layer vacancies. The distribution of layer vacan-
cies is inherited from the former Mn31 distribution in NaBi. Interlayer Mn cations are
located above or below vacant layer sites. The driving force of the NaBi to HBi transfor-
mation is probably the destabilization of Mn31-rich rows at low pH.

INTRODUCTION

Birnessite belongs to the phyllomanganate family. The
first occurrence of this mineral was reported by Jones and
Milne (1956) among black grains in the Birness Region
(Scotland). The following chemical formula was pro-
posed: Na0.7Ca0.3Mn7O14·2.8H2O. More recently it has
been recognized that birnessite occurs in various geolog-
ical environments and can form under different physico-
chemical conditions. This mineral is the main Mn-bearing
phase in soils (Taylor et al. 1964; Chukhrov and Gorsh-
kov 1981; Cornell and Giovanoli 1988) and in marine
and ocean manganese nodules and micronodules (Burns
and Burns 1976; Chukhrov and Gorshkov 1981; Chu-
khrov et al. 1978, 1985, 1989; Glover 1977; Drits et al.
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1985). Birnessite is also a major component of some
Mn-rich ore deposits (Chukhrov et al. 1987, 1989; Usui
and Mita 1995). Birnessite possesses unique surface
charge (Healy et al. 1966; Murray 1974), cation exchange
(Balistrieri and Murray 1982; Le Goff et al. 1996), and
redox (Stone et al. 1994) properties, which make it highly
reactive with respect to sorption phenomena (Tu et al.
1994; Paterson et al. 1994). Furthermore, birnessite is
synthesized easily under laboratory conditions (Giovanoli
et al. 1970a, 1970b; Bricker 1965; Strobel et al. 1987;
Cornell and Giovanoli 1988) and, consequently, often has
been used as a model manganese oxide in environmental
chemical studies (Stone and Morgan 1984; Stone 1987;
Xyla et al. 1992; Manceau and Charlet 1992; Bidoglio et
al. 1993).

Despite the fact that the main structural and chemical
properties of natural (Chukhrov et al. 1985, 1989; Man-


